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Abstract 

The problem of modeling and stabilization of a wire
less networked control system(NCS) with both packet 
dropout and time-varying delay is investigated in this pa
per, and the time-varying delay is more or less than one 
sampling period. The closed-loop wireless NCS is mod
eled as an asynchronous dynamic system(ADS) with three 
subsystems. By using the ADS approach, a sufficient con
dition for the closed-loop wireless NCS to be stable is 
presented. An illustrative example is provided to demon
strate the effectiveness of the proposed result. 

1. Introduction 

Sensors, controllers, and plants are often connected 
over a realtime network medium in modern control sys
tems, which are called networked control systems (NC-
Ss) [1]. It is widely used at almost all levels of opera
tion and information processing in various areas, includ
ing manufacturing industry, remote operation and tele-
autonomy [2]-[7]. As an alternative for the wired net
work, wireless NCSs are becoming fundamental compo
nents of modern control systems due to their flexibility, 
ease of deployment and low cost [2], [8]-[11]. So wire
less NCS is considered in this note. One of the main 
issues in a NCS is the effect of networked-induced de
lay that occurs when sensors, actuators and controller
s exchange data across the shared network. This delay 
can degrade the performance of control systems designed 
without considering it and can even destabilize the sys
tem. On the other hand, data packet dropout results from 
network traffic congestion and limited network reliability. 
When a data packet is dropped, complete information of 
the NCS becomes unavailable. In this case, the controller 
or actuator has to decide, with incomplete information, 
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what control signals to output. 
Different from some separately considering the de

lay or the data packet dropout problem, this note in
tends to deal with the modelling, analysis and synthe
sis for the wireless NCS with both delay and data packet 
dropout as shown in Fig. 1. An asynchronous dynamic 
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Figure 1: A graph of a networked control system with 
networked-induced delay and packet dropouts 

system(ADS) approach is presented to stabilize the wire
less NCS. Firstly, a switched system with time-varying 
delay model is presented to describe the wireless NCS. 
Recently, some results are also presented about this prob
lem. A new switched linear system model is proposed to 
describe NCS in [3] while the delay is assumed to be less 
than one sampling period with the state feedback con
troller. And stochastic optimal control method is used by 
an adaptive estimator (AE) and ideas from Q-learning to 
solve the infinite horizon optimal regulation of unknown 
wireless NCS with time-varying system matrices in [12]. 
Nevertheless, the computational complexity of the con
troller will increase when the delay bound is increased in 
NCS in [12]. Furthermore, the networked system identi
fication problem and estimation problem are also studied 
in [13] and [14] based on the Matlab/Simulink simula
tor TrueTime and orthogonal projection principle, respec
tively, which aim at identifying mathematical models re
quired in networked control/estimation/filtering systems 
while stabilization are not considered. 
Notations: Throughout this paper, R denotes the set of 
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real numbers, Rn denotes the n-dimensional Euclidean s-
pace and Rnxm refers to the set of all n x m real matrices. 
AT represents the transpose of the matrix A, while A-1 

denotes the inverse of A. For real symmetric matrices X 
and Y, the notation X > Y (respectively, X > Y) means 
that the matrix X - Y is positive semi-definite, (respec
tively, positive-definite). I is the identity matrix with ap
propriate dimensions. ||x|| refers to the Euclidean norm of 
the vector x, that is ||x|| = VxTx. For a symmetric matrix, 
* denotes the matrix entries implied by symmetry. 

2. Problem Formulation and NCS Modeling 

The NCS with packet dropout and possible delay is 
illustrated in Fig.1, where the plant is described by the 
following model denoted Ω: 

Define the estimation error by e(k) = x{k) -x(k) and 

x(k+1) = Ax(k)+Bu(k) 
y(k) =Cx(k) (1) 

where x{k) G Rn is the system state, u{k) G Rm is the con
trol input, y{k) G Rr is the measured output. And the 
model of an observer-based output feedback controller is 
described as follows: 

xˆ(k+1) = Axˆ(k) 
yˆ(k) = Cxˆ(k) 
u(k) = Kxˆ(k), 

Bu(k)+L[w(k)-y(k)} 
(2) 

where x(k) G Rn is the estimated state of the system (1) 
and y{k) G Rr is the estimated output. L G Rn/r and 
K G Rmxn are the observer gain and controller gain matri
ces, respectively. It is also assumed that the pairs (A, B) 
are controllable and (C,A) observable. In fig.1, we can 
use a switch to denote the data packet loss of the s-
tates in the network channel. If the switch is closed, 
the data packet is successfully transmitted. And we have 
w{k) = y{k) without networked delay or w{k) = y{k - dk) 
with networked delay. Whereas when the switch is open, 
the previous value of the switch output will be used in 
the controller (2) and a packet is lost. Then we have 
w(k) = w(k-1) in this case. 

For the NCS under consideration, we give the fol
lowing assumptions without loss of generality, which will 
be useful in our main results. 

Assumption 1: 
1. The sensors and controllers are all time-driven and 

synchronized. 
2. Time-stamping of measurements is necessary to 

reorder data packet at the observer side since they can 
arrive out of order. And the controller can get the delay 
of each data packet. 

3. The maximum delay in the network is dM that is a 
known integer. 

let 
z(k) = [xT(k) eT(k) wT(k-1)]T (3) 

Then the dynamics of the closed-loop system can be de
scribed by the following three subsystems. 

S1. There is data packet dropout, and the corre
sponding controller gain is K1. Then the closed-loop NCS 
is described as: 

Ω1:z(k+1) 

A1 

A1z(k), 
A+BK1 

LC 
0 

-BK 1 

A-LC 
0 

(4) 

S2. The data packet is transmitted successfully with
out networked delay, and the corresponding controller 
gain is K2 in this case. Then the closed-loop NCS can 
be described as: 

Ω 2 :z (k+1) 

A2 

A2z(k), 
A + BK2 

0 
C 

-BK2 
A-LC 

0 

0 
0 
0 

(5) 

S3. The data packet is transmitted successfully with 
networked delay dk, and the corresponding controller 
gain becomes K3, DK here. Then the closed-loop NCS is 
as follows: 

£i3:z(k+1)=A3z(k)+Ad3z(k-dk), 

A3 

Ad3 

A + BK3, dk -BK3, dK 

LC 
0 

0 0 0 
-LC 0 0 
C 0 0 

0 
A-LC 0 

0 0 
(6) 

From the above analysis, we can conclude that there three 
different cases may appear during every sampling period. 
So the closed-loop NCS can be described as a discrete-
time switched system within three subsystems Ω1 to Ω3. 
In subsystem Ω3, when dk = 0, Ω3 turns to Ω2. And the 
system matrix Ω1 and Ω2 are similar. So subsystem Ω3 
in case 3 includes case 1 and 2 by appropriately choosing 
the value of the matrices. Then the wireless NCS can be 
represented by the following switched system with time-
varying delay: 

z(k+1)=Aiz(k)+Adiz(k-dk),i= 1,2,3, (7) 

where Ad1 = 0,Ad2 = 0,dk= 1,2, ..,dM. 
To end this section, the following definition and lem

ma are introduced to obtain our main results. 

0 
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Definition 1. For any given initial conditions (fe0, Φ) G 
9Î+ x σ, (7) is globally exponentially stable if the solu
tions of (8) satisfy 

II x(k) | |< αλ-(*-*°> || x(feo) ||,Vfe > ko. 

where a>Oisa constant and λ > 1 ώ the decay rate. 

Lemma 1. [2] For any appropriately dimensioned ma
trices R = RT > 0, N, X, η(/) =x(l+l)-x(l), and t-
wo positive integer time-varying d(h), d{k2) satisfying 
d(h) + 1 < d{k2) < dM, the following equality holds 

7ξ T{k)N [ x{k -d{h)) 
k-d(k])-l 

£ ητ(1^η(1) 
l=k-d(k2) 

-x{k-d{k2))}+{d{k2)-d{ki)ξ T{k^{k) 
k-d(ki)-l 

Σ 
l=k-d{k2) 

] T [ X N 
* R 

3. Stability Analysis of the Wireless NCS 

More generally, w e consider the following discrete-
time switched system with time-varying delay: 

z(k + 1) =AiZ{k) +Adiz(k-dk), i = 1 , 2 , . . . , JV, 
4 = 1,2, ...,4f (8) 

where N is the number of the subsystems. Suppose that 
the event rates of the described subsystems 5; are defined 
as n,r2,...,rN. The time interval [0,kT] will be simpli
fied [0,k] in the following text. Let n, i = 1, 2, ..., N de
note the times that the subsystems S{ are activated on the 
interval [0, k}. Then we can obtain 

le 
(=1 

r; = y , j = 1,2, 
(=1 

1 (9) 

The following theorem gives a criterion to guarantee 
the Lyapunov function V(k) exponentially decays along 
state trajectory of system (8). 

Theorem 1. Given scalar λ > 0 and any delay satisfy
ing 0 < 4 < dM, if there exist appropriate dimension
al symmetric positive definite matrices P, g i , Q2, R, 

[ Xl X2 
symmetric matrix X 

N =[N 1
T 

* 
[Mf 

ing matrix inequalities hold 
N2

T ]T ,M 
X3 

M2
T] 

> 0 and matrices G, 
T, such that thefollow-

Φ(4) 

Φιι Φ12 -Ni 
* Φ22 -Ν2 

* * -Q2 

P+(ÂJ -I)GT -G 

ˆ AT
d iGT 

P + dMR-G-GT 

<0, 

(10) 

\x N \x M 
[* R >0,[* R * ï >(,* M R >0, (11) 

where dk = 0, ...,dM, Â{ = λAit Âdi = λl+dkAdi, and 

Φιι = diligi + Q2 + dMX\ + Sym{Mi + G(i,· - /)) , 
Φ12 = dMX2 +Ni-Ml +Ml + GÂdi, 
Φ22 = dMX3 - gi + Sym(N2 -M2), 

then 
V{k)<λ-2{k-ko)V{ko). 

Proof: The following expression of V(k) is the Lya
punov function of system (8). 

vm=zT(k)Pz(k) 
V2(k)= - λ2(l-khT(l)QlZ(l) 

l=k-dk 

+ £ - λ2(l-khT(l)Qiz(l) 
m=-dM+2l=k+m-l 

V3(k)= - λ2(l-khT(l)Q2z(l) 
l=k-dM 

V4(k)= - - λ2{l-k\λz{i + i)-z{i))T 

m=-dM l=k+m 

xR{λz{l+l)-z{l)) 

And defining ξ (it) = λ*-*»ζ(*), λ > 0, Â{ = λAU A d ì = 
λl+dkAdi, combined with (8) we have 

ξμ+ΐ)=Αίξψ)+Ααίξμ-άί(), (12) 
i = 1 , 2 , ..., N, dk = 1 , 2 , ..., dM 

Choose the following Lyapunov function of system (12) 

Ψ(ϊ) = ξτΜΡξ(1ή+ - ξΓ(Ζ)βιξ(Ζ) 

+ £ - ξr(0ßiξa) 
m=-dM+2/=Är+m-l 

+ - ξr(/)ß2ξ(/) 

+ - - δΓ(/)/?δ(/) 
m=-dM l=k+m 

where δ(/) = ξ (/ + 1) - ξ(/). Then the forward differ
ence îoxW{k) along any trajectory of system (12) is given 

0 
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by 

AW(k) = W(k+1)-W(k) 

= ξΓ(£+1)Ρξ(£+1)-ξΓ(£)Ρξ(£) 

l=k+1-dk+1 
k-1 k-1 

Σ ξτ(ΐ)Ω1ξ(ΐ)- Σ ξr(Oß1ξa) 
l=k-dM+1 l=k-dk 

+ ξτ^)ς)2ξ^)-ξτ^-άΜ)ς)2ξ^-άΜ) 
+ dMδT(k)Rδ(k) 

+dM 

+ 2 

+ 2 

X 

N1 
N2 

M1 
M2 

ξ(£-4) 

(ξ(*)-ξ(*-4)) 

- -
l=k-dM δ( - ) 

— -, T 

N 
R 

M 
R 

? ξ 

ξ 

ξ(*-Α) 
δ(Ζ) 

δ( - ) 
+ 2ξT(k) + δT(k))G 
x[ (Ai-Iξ T (k)+Adξ(k-dk)-δ(k) ] 
< ΘΓ(&)ΦΘ(&) <0 

where 0r(fc) = [ξΓ(£) ξΓ(£ - dk) ξΊ\k -
dM) δT(k)\, which means that W{k) < W(k0) for 
any k > k0. Furthermore, 

V1(k) =zT(k)Pz(k) = λ-2(k-k0ξT(k^(k) 

V2(k)= -1 λ2(l-k)λ -2(l-k0ξT(l)Q1 ξ(l) 
l=k-dk 

+ 0 *-1 λ2(-)λ-2(- 0)ξ7 '(/)β1ξ(/) 
m=-dM+2l=k+m-1 

V3(k)= -1 λ2(-)λ-2(- 0)ξ7 '(/)β2ξ(/) 
l=k-dM 

V4(k)= -\ -1 λ2(l-k)λ-2(l-k0)δT(l)Rδ(l) 
m=-dMl=k+m 

V(k) = V1(k) + V2(k)+V3(k)+V4(k) = λ-2(k-k0ÌW(k) 

As W(k0) = y (it0), it is easy to verify that, V(ifc) < 
λ-2(k-k0)y{k0y This completes the proof. 

The following theorem gives a sufficient condition 
for the closed-loop NCS (8) to be exponentially stable. 

Theorem 2. The discrete-time switched system (8) is sta
ble if there exist Lyapunov function V{k), n defined in (9) 
and some positive scalars &,i=1,2,,...,N which corre
spond to each subsystem such that the following inequal
ities hold. 

V(k) < ß-2{k-k0)V(k0), 

m < 1 
( = 1 

(13) 

Proof: Defining the transition time of the subsystems 
tobef1 = 0,f2,...,f* = fc,then 

V(k) < ̂ - " - ^ ( ( - 1 ) < μ'ξ-'-1μ'--1 1 - ' - 2 ν ( - 2 ) 

< ... < γ[μ"Ύ(0) 
ί=1 

(r1 V(0) 

(14) 

So the system is stable if Π^1 μ? < 1. This completes 
the proof. 

4. output feedback controller design 

An algorithm to design the observer-based output 
feedback controller of the wireless NCS is presented in 
this section. Since the data packets are time-stamped, the 
data packet loss rate and time delay are known to the con
troller, which is designed to depend on both the packet 
loss rate and time delay. Firstly, A,· can be rewritten as 
Ai = A0i+B00DiC0i, i=1,2,3, where 

A01 

Di 

A 0 0 
0 A 0 
0 0 / 

0 0 , c 

,#00 = 

01 = \c 

B 0 
0 / 
0 0 
-/ 
-c 

(15) 

-l 

A02 

A03 

A 
0 
c 

Ά 
0 
0 

0 
A 
0 

0 
A 
0 

0 
0 
0 

0" 
0 
0 

Ο02 

Ο03 

17 -/ 0 
0 c 0 

17 / 0 
[c - 0 

(16) 

(17) 

Theorem 3. The system (7) is stable if there exist pos
itive scalars μ;, i = 1,2,3, satisfying IlL1Mp < 1 and 
appropriate dimensional matrices P, β1 , Q2, R, X1, X3, 
matrices M1 M2, N1 N2, X2 and matrices G1 G2, G3, 
matrices K1 K2, K34k such that the following matrix in
equality holds. 

Φ0 + Φ1 <0, 
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Φ0 + Φ 2 < 0 , 
Φο + Φ 3 ( 4 ) < 0 , 4 = 1, 2, 

ΪΧ Ν] ΪΧ Μ] 
[* κ>0,[* R 

,dM,, 

>0. 

(18) 

where 

Φο 

Σ11 Σΐ2 
Σ22 

-N1 

-N2 

-Q2 

P-GT -G 
0 
0 

P + dMR-G-GT 

Σιι = dMQi + Qi + dMX\ + Sym(Mi - G), 

Σ12 = dMX2 +N1-M1 + MJ, 
Σ22 = dMXs - Qi+Sym(N2 -M2), 

~#n 

G 
G1 
0 
0 

0 
G2 
0 

0 
0 

G3 

#1 

ψΊι ψΐ2 
Ψ22 

Φι = 

0 
-MiG2L 

ßiG3+ßiGj 

0 
0 
* 
* 

0 
0 
0 
* 

#ΐ4 
0 
0 
0 

Yu=Sym(ßiGiA + ßlGiBKl), 
ψη = -μιαιΒΚι+μι^ΐΙαΙ, 
ψη = SymfaGiA - MiG2LC), 

ψη -\ixCTLTGl 
Φ 1 Δ. TT T μιΚΙΒ'βΙ 

0 
<ί>22 

μιΐΙθτ
2 

0 
0 

MlGf 
Φιι = MiArG[ + μ\Κ[ BTG\, 

(poo 

Φ2 

μ^θΐ-μ^ϊθΐ. 
# η 0 

0 
* 
* 

0 
0 
0 
* 

Φΐ4 
0 
0 
0 

φ 11 

>11 ^12 0 
* ψ22 0 
* * 0 

ψη = Sym^2G\A + μ2ΰ\ΒΚ2), 
Ψη = -μ2θιΒΚ2, 
Ψη = Sym^2G2A - μ^^ϋ), 

Φλ Δ. 

(Di 1 

(079 

Ψη 
μ2ΚΐΒτθ[ 

0 

ο μ2ετατ
3 

ψη 0 
0 0 

μ2ΑτGì + μ2κ\ΒτG[, 

μ2ΑΊ G\ - μ2ϋτΐΙ G^ . 

#11 
* 
* 
* 

ψπ 
* 
* 

#12 
0 
* 
* 

Ψΐ2 
Ψ22 
* 

0 
0 
0 
* 

0 
0 
0 

#14 

#24 
0 
0 

, 

Φ3 

0] 1 

ψη = Sym^3GlA + μ3^ΒΚ34κ), 

Y12 = -ß3(GlBK34K+CTLTGT
2), 

Ψη = Sym^3G2A - μ^^ϋ), 
Γ 0 0 0 

#12= -M1+4G2LC 0 0 
0 0 0 

#24 = #f2, 

01 Λ 

(Di 1 

(079 

μ3ϋ LL G2 

Φ22 
0 

μ3ΑτΟ[ + μ3Κ3ά BTG\, 

Φιι 
μ3Κξα BTG\ 

,θ 

μ3Ατΰ\-μ3^ϋΰ 

Replacing the system matrices of (10) by (7), it is 
easy to obtain the above results according to Theorem 
1 and Theorem 2. Furthermore, let G2L = L¯, G1BKi = 
K¯i, i = 1 , 2 , G1BK3 = K¯3,dk, and the controllers gain ma
trices Ki, L can be gained by solving the corresponding 
linear matrix inequalities. 

5 . S imula t ion resu l t s 

In this section, an numerical example of output feed
back control of wireless NCS is evaluated. 

Consider the following discrete-time system: 

Γθ.7852 0.2358 0.4832 
Α= 0.9022 0.8086 0.5389 

0.1506 0.5632 0.7528 
,Β (__, 

The eigenvalues of A are 1.7183, 0.3142 ±0.2595/ and 
the system is unstable without control. Let the event rates 
of the data packet loss and time delay are n = 0.5, and 
r3 = 0.2 respectively, and the maximum delay is dM = 3. 
Choose μι = 1.8, μ2 = 0.5, μ3 = 0.6. So 

μΙ'μ?μ? = 1.8α5 x 0.50.3 χ 0.60.2 = 0.9839 < 1, 

By using the Theorem 3, a suitable controller gain matrix 
can be obtained. The simulation result is shown in Fig. 2. 
The above subgraph depicts the data packet loss and the 
time delay of the wireless NCS in Fig. 2. When the delay 
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value is -1, it means this packet is lost. And the below 
graph is to describe the state trajectories of closed loop 
wireless NCS. From the Fig.2, the states of the system 
diverge at the case when the data packets are lost, but 
they converge to zero finally. So the example illustrates 
the effectiveness of the proposed method. 

wireless network diagram with delay and packet loss 

1 II 1 1 1 1 1 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 

time(s) 
state trajectories 

1 0 π ι 1 1 1 1 1 1 

0 -

-10 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 

time(s) 

Figure 2: State trajectories of NCS with networked-
induced delay and packet dropouts 

6. Conclusions 

This paper considers the problem of modeling and 
stabilization of wireless NCS with both packet dropout 
and time-varying delay. The closed-loop wireless NCS 
is modeled as an ADS with three subsystems. The out
put feedback controller is designed to stabilize the closed-
loop wireless NCS by using ADS approach. And the il
lustrative example is provided to demonstrate the effec
tiveness of the proposed result. 
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